
THE THRILL OBJECTS

- , ien the movement was started in the last quarter, of the

. 19th century to bring back to mankind knowledge of the Wisdom

Religion the purpose of the work was outlined in the form of

three objects . These Sire as follows, given in the order of

their import .noe.

-1, "To form the nucleus of a Universal Brotherhood of Humanity

-without distinction of race$. colour, sex, caste, or .creed;.,

2, "To promote the study of Aryan and other - scriptures,

world religions and sakences , and to _vindioate Ithe importance

of old Asiatic literature , such as that of the Brabmanical,

Buddhist , and Zoroastrian philosophies ."

3. "To investigate the bidden mysteries of Nature under every

,aspect possible,, and the psychic and spiritual powers latent in

man, especially",. -

As is Well known, the original movement was incarnated in one

body in the form of a single society, but ,since that day i t has

proliferated into an unknown number of association's -and orders .

Some of these various forms carry on the original spirit of the

• work with a high degree of fidelity, . Some mix it with extraneous

interests and have, more or less shifted the center of emphysip .

The result is that . some aeeociations - and -orders have tom drifted

in the Ocean of the Wisdom Religion until they have fallen into

back- currents or, become • stranded upon sand-banks -.of .thought.; Others

have continued in noble and selfless effort-and so have made real

progress toward the end-whieh'the Masters have had so much at

heart. Now, the question ark es ; .How is real work .i n the line

of the Wisdom Religion to be diistinguishei from pseudo activities

which y.ei through possession of a common terminology seems

superficially to be, identical with the former? one of the most
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important bases for this discrimination 'is found in the study

`cf the three objects ,- • Accordingly#- we will give a brief analysis

of these statem nts in the present and two following papers,

I
The -Fi rat . ObiJ ei t

ids Thus obJ e.ct is not only first in the serial . sense but

also In. importance . He who . is devoted . to-this object whether a

member of an association or alone and who Works--steadily :for Its

realization among men is a devotee of the Wisdom Religion regard-

less of whether he gives xioh, attention to the second and third

objects :. Our Teachers have on., more than one occasion spoken of

men and women as true"dev#tees in this sense who were not at all

students of the Wisdom Religion-in the technical :sense. Of course
would .

they la""- the knowledge ahdunderstamding that would come

through being ouch. students aid accordingly their usefulness

Would be limited as compared to what. It might have been had

they possessed greater knowledge . But still they would be .

working toward the achievraent of the most 'fundamental practicallworking
of the Wisdom Religion.,. and that fact determines

their allignment ., In contrast: there are numbers of students

and associations. that emphasize technical . knowedge of the

'47i$dora Relig ion and the hidden powers of man and nature but

have more or leas completely neglected the .first object. Such

are not true devotees of the. Wisdom Religion and do not have

the approval of the, Masters .

The ., cultivation of Universal Brotherhood simply means the

awakening of Spiritual consciousness. For spirrituai -conscious-

ness which detters, In integration of unity. -All habi s orb

activities which tend toward narrowing the field of sympathy

are opposed'to spiritual consciousness. Thus thet patriot in
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the jingoistic sense is actively working againt Universal.

Brotherhood ind therefore tends to be unspirituai. On the other

hand, all tendicies to widen sympathy so that the fellow" in the

other group., class;, sez, nations , etc . comes to. be felt as. equally

one's own brother with thw e who are naturally -closer, are

definitely in a direction to awaken Spiritual Consciousness . .

It the ref ores, becomes the first duty of the student to awken

and widen his oynpathies and foll ow up with the appropiate action

when the opportunity aomea No man has a right to greater

knowledge than his fellows.; in the esoteric sense, save he

first dedicates himself to the service of his fellows in such

ways as hise capae .tes fit him., "This is the practical key for

winning the right to the knowledge which lies in the custody

of the Masters .

It is true that the Pathh to Spiritual Consciousness may be

found by an Intense penetration within, but there are very few

."who, have the, peculiar strength for folrwing this ' course ..

Further, he who has 'attained to spiritual Consaiousnees by this
i

inner Path automatically,has Universal Brotherhood, .: He is

centered 3.n the One and therefore finds himself equally in all

states and condition of mend and,: indeed, in- all creatures ..

Such a one does not have to be taught Universal Brotherhood

because he already is Universal Brotherhood :., But the majvority

of the members of our humanity are already so centered in the

periph al or .segregated aspect of consciousness. than an external

technique In integration must be pr,actIoed . This lies in•

extending sympathy and interest progressively to larger and,

larger circles of. inclusion until in the end alll man-

kind is comprehended,
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How may one go about this in a practical way? There .are any

number of oourges to be followed . Brotherhood within one's own

group is assumed . But: one must jjo beyond this, or he v ill make

an exclusive _cett9er of his own group of order . -,very student

should cultivate some Bratherhooc interest in the world outside

his special group. For this. there, are many possible activities

and each may choose that whieh-appeals to him as peculiarly-

important,. or that for which he -is especially fitted . A few

sugeetions -of. interest. are offered ;

a. Working against. the principle of 'violence as an instrument

of individual or national policy . This is peculiarly important

since violence is the natural expression' of ,hate and tends

especially to build barriers . aiy ong men .

b* 'Working for a rational and humane treatmen't of the criminal .

Our present treatteit of criminals- tends to make them worse and

is, therefore, a crying sin against brotherho od as well as against

Reason..

Work for our younger brothers, the animals .

d. Work for our youth,. rb o have. won much - freedom but are in sad

need of kno'dedge which our hypocritical society hides so that it

. .is not. given openly by those who have knowledge guided by Under-

standi ng .

Work against barriers poli tied and economics that tend to keep

nations and 'races apart and are dictated by national selfishness .

These are but a few suggestions., There are numbers of other.

activities . The one, all important point is to extend oneself

so that -the world may be the richer, th the spirituall sense, for

his having lived . It. is in this .Ray tba t . the Order- may -become a

n li t song; ]~en. And in this W7y only doeso
'~ v 7 s
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the student win a right to special consideration in his work 

toward hidden Knowledge. 

 

Yogagnani. 



THE THREE OBJECTS
Part II

The Second. Object,

"To promote the. study of Aryan and other Scriptures of the

worldto religions and :sciences, and to vindicate the irportznee

of old Asiatic literature, such as that of the Brahmanical, :

Buddhist, and Zoroastrian phil .oa) phies" .

It is under this object thiAt the Wisdom Religion is studied

as a synthesis of Philosophy; Science and Religion . It is interest-

ing to note that in studying these three aspects of human= know-'

ledge as' a . ynthesie we are carrying on the spirit of the fitat

object. For thes.4 'three .synthesized become spiritual. The trouble

with the world,, and Upeciaily the western 'Vo 'rld,' is ..n large part

found in the -departmentalizing of these various fields . In. other

words,, -each one has. beln .largely separated in out-thought from

the . other two. Howev.erj since the starting .of the work in 1875

there has been distinct progress toward such synthesis even by

men who are. not students of the Wisdom Religion-in the technical

sense.. In this the etudnat can trace something of the largely

unseen forking of the impulse given by the Masters in the past

50 ,years.:
I

Every student should. make it -a part-of his duty to become in

some degree £amiljar with phiio '.pby and sci ence and - to know

something about religions tithe r than the one in which he was .

brought up . Owing to the lack of technical equipment it will

not be possible for moat to carry this study Out in the extended

sense, that is possible only :for able scholars. But that is not

necessary.,. The -important point i s tbt eoch ' should do What he

can in this directionn without sacrificing his ready existing

duties. This l$ an important is rt of the task, of widening

sympathy .
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It will be noted that this object particularly mentions the

study of Aryan scriptures and Philow phies . There are two

reasons why this is so . In "the first places we of the West

have been brought up, in, the distinctly narrow perspective of

orthodox Christia ,ntty, and have much need to see that there are

other religions based upon the deepest of spiritual insight and

the greatest . philosophical profundity . We have too, long fed our

egotism by imagining we had all that was worthwhile in religion'

and knowledge . The second reason -is that religious and Phil

osophioal sources are Asiatic . The source of Wisdom and
i .

Spiritual 'Insight lies in the East both, in the microcosmic and

macrocosmic sense. It is ax highly necessary that we become

familiar with these great Asiatic sources.

Anotherimportant' point is that in the East the ancient Wisdom

has been kept in greater purity than is the case with us . They

have not kept it entirely pure i_n the exoteric sense , to be sure.,

but they still have ret ,ned much of . the anci ent" spirit .'. Accord-

ingly i t is with them that we Will. find the largest body of con-

firming ' evidence of the re&ity of the E .soteiia Wisdom. Hence

studert s should study books like the Baghavad Gita , ' the works .

of Shankara and otter classical scriptures as far as lies in

their power.

This second object is subsidiary-to the first . If we rep-

resent "resent the first object. by the word " Spiritualization0 .the

second might be called-"expansion of Knowledge" . Thus knowledge

is ' used as a . means to aid Spiritualization . " The-Wisdom Religion

movement was not started to extend know3e dge for its, own -sake,

but to spiritualize world-consciousness. But as a first means

to this end it employs the expansion of know]eedge based upon
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sources availabl:e to the non-initiate.

Though the student who is ~acti~rely inures _rested only in this

-object is not a .true devotee - of the Wisdom Religion, yet there

is but little reason to believe that, ' :he -will ' do harm either to

himself or to others., The desire for knowle'"ge never was. a sink

ae one, .of the Masters has said . Further, he who asks the. kind : .

of knowledge -covered by the 6edond object wi l .'tend -to become

less and less ,self-eent.ered in his personal. -outlook and thus

may come to appreciate the signifi;oanoe . of Bpiritualization .

So, though over-emphasis,of the second object as compared with

the first fails of realization the primary purpose of the

Wisdom Religion movements -it is however,, not frought with ,

any particular danger, Yet. the true student should al ways rem-

ember that knowledge which does not i:ri the end help to open,

the way toward Spiritualization is useless. ;, so far as the ~ .

saving bf man is cono .erned.. S

The. student should ever st *. ve to win knowledge, not for his-

own' glory .$ but -so that Truth may the more be made manifest to

mankind .

. Yogagnani,
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T THE OBJECTS
Part III'.

The Third Object .

i "To investigate, the hidden mysteries of Nature under every

aspect possible , and the psychic and spiritual-powers latent

in man especially" . .

Of all three 'this is the most intriguing object to the average
t

student. Here is tie field of 'mystery , the Unknown . It is per-

fectly natural. that the investigation of this should attract

students . And there is no sin involved ix this desire .provided

that consciously or . unconsciously the motive is not selfish,

acquisition of power.- But in, this field there is danger just

because awakening to knowledge of the occult side of Nature ,

tends to arouse any latent seeds of selfishness and personal
that may be hidden thin the student, .
ambition . So the Masters always have insisted ttart the cul-

tivation of Universal Brotherhood or Spiritualization should

be .the ' prerequisite of any - Occult instruction . Yet over and

over again 'students have 3 et themselves drift awayy from active

interest in Spiritualization of Consciousness by an overweening

interest in, various psychic or occult phenomena and .powers .,

The result is that the order of emphasi's in the three objects
R

becomes reversed, the third being given chief importance and

the first relegated to the background. This is one of the

most important signs of dri ii.ng upon a sandbank of thought .

The possession of occult powers maybe one of the 4test

blessings, or an equally great curse.. One of the mysteries

of the occult is that within that domain there i's, no middle

ground . between Light and Darkness , or Good and Evil . He who

goes beyond the outskirts of 'the occult arouses. a conflict to

the death between the two aspects of his nature represented

so . well by Dr. gk Jekyll and Hr. Hyde in Steven
.son' story,
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He canes out of the ordeal identified eitherwith Good . or with

Evil,, but he no- longer remains a combination of the two qualit-

ies, , This is why the Masters,' interest in the instruction of

Occultism is obnd bona : . They, -are not interested' in' recruiting

occult adepts, but %ibite Adepts, A White Adept .is also an Occult

Adept,; but an Occult Adept may' be a Black Adept . , It is far better

that the-student should r emain an ordinary man than that he . should

become i one - of the latter. It i s better for himself' and for the

world at large.; So the students are' ever warned to give the first

tyro objects the Brat plaoes in their regard and labors .: By 'so

doing they tend to strengthen the qualities ., in their own. natures

that tend toward Light or Good- and correspondingly- weaken the

opposed qualities::. in time : when sufficient strength of this

kind is gained then it is time enough t4 ,ortrr the serious study

of the Occult in the practical sense.

The' danger t1c . t attaches to the study,of Practical 0,60ultim

does not apply to- Theoretical Occultism . In the latter :ease the

study consists of investigation to; determine that there are

hidden occult and psychic powers ., . and to understand the rationale

on which they rest as _faT as is possible to. the non-initiate in

the occult sense,. This latter study is not only fundamentally

safe but is even desirable provided. it is not' given piesi dence

over the first two objects :: Understandin. the rationale of:

Occultism destroys superstition and the .beliefs in mir c €les,:

It opens the. way to oomprehend.t g., the whole Universe, both

seen and unseen as thefmanifestation 'of an inviolate-Order

or Reason-a. It carries the :scientific spirit in its essentials

into the hidden and subtle domains of Life, : and this is all to

the good, . Pinally it prepares the way to the safe study- of
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Occultism, in the practical sense . .

Understanding of, the rationalee of occul tism is only second in

in,portance. to grounding in the ethics of the Wisdom Religion

as a prerequisite to entering- the archana of practical Occultism .

The -following quotation of H .P..Blavatsky, should be carefully

considere :l in- thin connection. "A* Theosophists practising the-_`

powers" called; abnormal .,.' minus the light of Occultism, wdll

simply tend toward a dangerous form of mediumship, 'b :ecause,-

although `holding to `Theosophy (The Wisdom Religion) . and its

highest conceivable code of . ethics, he practises it in the,

dark, on: sincere but blind faith . Anyone . Theosophist or
S

Spiritualist, who attempts to cultivate one of the branches

of occult, science- e.g.) hypnotism, mesmerism , or even the.

secrets of-producing physical phenomena - without know3e dge

of the philosophic 'rationale poviers, is, like a rudder-

less boat launched on a stormy ooean till it is easy to see

how this must be' 'so', for even in . as familiar field as

chemist* the same .principle holds . Place an uninformed

student, possessed of the highest motives and practicing

a high moral. code,, in a complete chemical laboratory "with

out instruction and vii: thout the necessary manuels and texte, ,

and tell him to .see what he can do , and the probable result

is that he will. -either poison himself or blow himself and the

laboratory to 'pieces . He lacks the understanding of the' .

rationale which makes chemical : expe rimen tadi.on safe. The same

principle is true, in even an intenser degree in the practical

study of occultism .

But if all the conditions have been met, if the student has

progressed far in the spiritualization of his consciousness 80
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that the good of mankind as a whole really means more to him than

his own good, if he 'has grounded - himself -well in the general.
f

philoepby of the Wisdom Religion: if he has mastered all

available knowl.:'edge of the rationale of occultism and finally.,

if he has a -competent Teacher,, one who. is an adept inOcculti, ,.

then the study of Practical. Occultism under the. necessary ruloo

`which the Teacherss prescribe may serve the highest good. It is

but. rarely that studeits have 'met all these conditions yet when

they have done so-, we are assured : they are welcomed as Neopb rtes

in the deeper study . The increase of power won multiplies their

usefulness for good many-fold-.. They are enabled to work .for the

Spiritualization' of human constd ousness far 'beyond the best that

.is possible- to the ordiary man. They become individuals no

longer of the world, but . devoted to the world and its good

beyond every other consider ation .

gvery student may legitimately aspire to become someday

and adept in practical Occult e'. But he must make effective

his aspiration by meeting the conditions which the iustadie ;ns

of the Occult Mysteri es have laid down. He must learn to ' lone

mankind more than himself . He must snake himself 'eve with the

philosophy of the `i:edom Religion. And he must clearly cut

the confusing veil of puperstition which envelopes all of us,

with the sword of true knowledge ad thus be-prepared 'to abandon

every preconception however dear., if it prove to be not true.

He may then with reasonable aaf ety dare to open the ponderous

gate to the hidden and dark lab; ninth of the .Occult.

'Yogagnani .: .


